Westeel Door #1

BDI-9261 + BDI-9283

Westeel door #1 is a three piece which has a round chute that slides in. This door
requires a converter (BDI-9283) in order to use the bin door insert (BDI-9261) .
Westeel Door

Bin Door Converter (in red)

Westeel Top Tie

Westeel original
door parts (in grey)

The round chute panel that came with the door is replaced with the
converter. The converter slides into place just like the round chute panel
did and the BDI fits to the converter. The top tie bar will still be used.

Bin Door Converter
BDI-9283

Bin Door Insert
BDI-9261

Lower Tie Brackets bolt
to the Converter eliminating the need for the
lower tie bar .

5/8 x 2” Bolt and Nut

Top Tie Bar Plates attach to the bin
and the Tie Bar will attach to them.

The BDI’s top flange fits over the
flange on the converter. The
weight of the grain against the
BDI holds it in place.

Removable chute

Westeel Door #2

BDI-9261 + BDI-9284

Westeel door #2 has a bolt-in center bar and bolt on side panels to the chute. The bolt
on side panels will need to be removed and replaced with the 2 angle brackets as
shown. The Bin Door Insert will then fit over the flange of the center bar and the weight
of the grain will hold it in place.

Angle Bracket

Bin Door Insert
BDI-9261

Angle Brackets (BDI-9284)

Westeel Door #3

BDI-9261 + Fasteners

Westeel door #3 has a swing-in center bar.
To install the Bin Door Insert: Remove the 4 bolts which holds the auger port to the
door. Using three of the existing bolts fill in the 2 outside holes and an inside hole.
Then place the insert into the door opening with the chute flange resting on the door
sill. With a pencil draw a mark through the center of the open bolt hole (4th hole) on
the front face of the bin door insert. Remove the insert from the door and drill a 7/16”
hole at the marked location. Reinstall the insert and using the enclosed 3/8 x 2” bolt
secure the insert to the door’s center bar.

Swing-In Center Bar

Attach with 3/8 x 2” bolt and nut enclosed
Bolt Package
1- 3/8 x 2” Hex Bolt
1- 3/8” Regular Nut

Open bolt hole in center bar

